
 
Part 4: Compliance Orders (v.19.7) 

 

If you are selling your products to major retailers in the US market such as Target, Walmart, REI, Cabela’s, etc., these 

specific orders will flow through our Vendor Compliance department.  This is a group of highly trained individuals, who 

understand the ins and outs of vendor routing guides.  If one little tiny element is missed during the processing of these 

orders, you could be subject to a large chargeback.  Our Compliance team works diligently to prevent that from 

happening.  

 

1. Starting Out: When you start selling to a large retailer requiring the services of our Compliance team,                 

you will need to ensure you have all proper documentation from your retailer. They all have Routing                 

Guides, Vendor Compliance Guides, EDI guides, and/or Packing Guides which you need to get from them                

and send a copy via email to our Business Development Manager. We will review the guides and                 

communicate any concerns with you to make sure the process is completely clear. 

2. Expectations: All Compliance orders require extra time and effort to make absolutely perfect. Plan              

ahead for processing time. Company Guidelines sometimes require routing by a third party or freight               

shipping. This generally requires 24-48 hours to process and ship. Small orders of 1-3 cartons are usually                 

processed within 24-48 hrs. Larger orders of over 3 cartons and over 100 units have specific                

packing/shipping requirements per trading partner. Plan ahead and submit these orders at least             

two-weeks prior to intended shipping windows for the larger orders. 

3. Adding New Vendors: Each time you add a new vendor requiring vendor compliance, please plan ahead                

and get Agreements and vendor routing guides signed and sent well ahead of time. We require at least 7                   

business days to have our Compliance set up the correct accounts and can become fully versed on the                  

guidelines before we can process an order. 

4. Charges: Because of the extra time required to process Compliance orders, Verde charges for the                

labor-time to specially pack, document, route, build/print labels, and the send ship notices required for               

these orders.  The normal pick/pack fees apply outside of Compliance order processing time charges. 

5. Over-Communicate: We cannot stress enough how important it is to over-communicate with your             

Verde Client Manager about any large Compliance order or new vendors with large orders. You cannot                

communicate enough. Your Client Coordinator will base order processing times and expectations on             

information provided to them and those guidelines will be followed by the Vendor Compliance Team               

when processing your order. 

6. Chargebacks: Rarely does a chargeback happen from a large vendor due to poor order management or                

mis-shipping. If a chargeback does happen from your vendor, it is your responsibility to notify Verde                

immediately because most times you only have a 3-day window to refute these chargebacks. Verde will                

audit the shipment in full and provide all possible data to your vendor to assist them in reducing or                   

withdrawing the chargeback. If a chargeback occurs as a result of negligent order management from the                

client, Verde will not be held responsible. Failure to notify Verde about a chargeback within the inquiry                 

window from your vendor will result in Verde not being held liable. Any delivery inquiries about                

shipping errors outside of the chargeback window will also not be accepted. 

 


